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Why ‘canonical’
is important for

payments transformation



Accenture and Fiorano are amongst a host of organizations leading the ISO 20022 adoption charge
globally. We provide the crucial consulting expertise, insights, technology, tools and capabilities to help 
banks and other financial institutions accelerate their compliance journeys.

We hope this whitepaper will assist readers to evaluate tactical and strategic approaches to adopt
ISO 20022.

FOREWORD
The introduction of ISO 20022 is a seismic shift in international payments, one that presents tremendous opportunity to banks and other financial institutions. However, introducing it in a 
way that allows C-level executives to take advantage is time consuming, disruptive and often costly.

Learning a new data language comes with complexities and challenges, and ISO 20022 is no exception, requiring significant handholding to adopt and implement. As the world embarks 
on its ISO 20022 adoption journeys, and evaluates the choice between tactical and strategic approaches, Accenture and Fiorano have jointly explored some of the benefits ISO 20022 
brings to the table. In this whitepaper, we discuss various practical and pragmatic implementation approaches, and why a canonical data model and supporting 
architecture are critical considerations. 

There are two ways organizations can become compliant: Using a central translation service or developing native ISO 20022 processing abilities. Tactical translation is normally 
considered a short-term approach. However, by introducing the canonical ISO 20022 standard at its core, the Fiorano ISO 20022 Accelerator provides a pathway for organizations to start 
with a tactical approach and, when they are ready, to extend this to strategic, organization-wide enrichment. This two-phased approach leverages ISO 20022 as an asset and delivers a 
range of benefits that elevate its value beyond that of a stop-gap arrangement. 
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NOT NEW, BUT REVOLUTIONARY

ISO 20022 is a multi-part standard representing a single approach to standardizing and
facilitating data interchange between financial institutions globally. Soon to be the de facto 
standard for global financial communications, it lays the foundation for improved cross-border 
payments experiences via rich, structured payment messages which allow participants and 
systems in different markets to communicate in a consistent manner. This has particular
benefits for international financial institutions and their clients, as well as domestic and
international market infrastructures and payments schemes.

The benefits of ISO 20022 include: 

•  Richer data exchange across organizations, functions
       and applications
•    Improved compliance, risk management, and innovation
•      Higher straight-through processing rates
•      Faster speed-to-market for new applications 
•   Improved machine readability and standardization that 
        fuels innovation
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Among the key attributes of ISO 20022 are:

•       A structured, re-usable and logical data architecture 
•       Support by leading tools and applications
•       It is already the natural language of global financial transactions
•      It is syntax-neutral and renders well in XML, JSON, and modern development environments



WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW 
Already a foundation for Europe’s SEPA and instant payments and actively in use in numerous market infrastructures, ISO 20022 extends beyond
payments to a wide range of financial solutions. It has been used in T2S since 2015, the payments systems of all reserve currencies are adopting it, and SWIFT 
is spearheading its adoption across its network of over 11,800 banks through its ISO 20022 Programme – which incorporates support for ESMIG, EURO1, the 
Bank of England’s RTGS Renewal and others.

With ISO 20022, SWIFT will introduce new capabilities to maintain complete data and state information for transactions centrally. This will enable all
institutions to share a complete central record of each transaction, rather than having to pass full copies to each other, thereby eliminating the problem of 
intermediaries potentially ‘breaking the chain’.

External market infrastructure  harmonization initiatives all over the world are based on the standardization and transformational capabilities of ISO 20022 
and its ability to bridge the gap between legacy (MT/FIN) message formats and current or new technologies. From November 2020 and for the
foreseeable future, banks and other financial institutions will use a combination of ISO 20022-based messages and API frameworks to conduct business 
worldwide.
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ALL ABOUT THE DATA
At the heart of ISO 20022 is its Business Model, which derives the data elements used in
message definitions, mapped to business domains. The ISO 20022 message format for the 
first time allows rich business data to travel alongside a payment, end-to-end from the
originator to the beneficiary systems.  

Use cases are numerous and the potential to use richer (including contextual) payments 
data to transform business models and operations is virtually limitless. There are many use 
cases that can be used as examples, such as: 

(1)     Richer payment data helping fight financial crime more effectively, with more stringent
          AML checks;
(2)     Reducing costs by improving reconciliation;
(3)     Enabling customer experience transformation;
(4)     Improved data-driven decisioning; and
(5)     Ways to deliver better customer service based on more contextual and richer data.

ISO 20022 allows financial institutions to transform and re-imagine their business digitally 
from the inside out, based on rich, contextual payments data. Some examples are on the next 
page; however these are likely just the tip of the iceberg. As rich and contextual
payments data empowers multi-departmental systems, we can expect these initial use 
cases to expand and multiply.
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Payments trend
analysis 
ISO 20022 enables radically improved payments 
trends analytics and predictions for corporate 
customers. By analyzing fields such as payment 
method, number of transactions,  amount, 
requested execution date and requested 
collection date in message types including 
pain.001.001.XX, pacs.008.001.XX, pacs009.001.XX 
and pacs.010.001.ZZ, it is possible to gain 
improved insights into the average values and 
volumes of payments made by each corporate 
customer and to understand payables and 
receivables over a specific period of time. This 
provides crucial inputs into cash flow
management strategies. 

Liquidity trends and 
projections 
The demand for intraday liquidity is always 
rising. As corporate customers continue to 
expand operations into new markets, boosting 
the volumes of domestic and cross-border 
transactions, the requirement for banks to
provide quick and easy access to liquidity, and 
to mobilize this across geographies, becomes 
ever more important. 

ISO 20022 allows easy and simplified reporting 
on the overview position of receivables and 
payables by currency, as well as insights into the 
average value of payments, based on historic 
data, to improve projections for the days ahead. 
Together, these help maximize the value of 
liquidity monitoring and management.

Purpose
assessment and
hyper-personalization
Code assessments of transaction purpose
categories (e.g. SALA for salary payments, INTE 
for interest payments, TAXS for tax payments, 
SUPP for payments to suppliers and CCRD for 
credit card payments) from ISO 20022
messages enable the analysis of categories and 
the frequency of transactions. This in turn makes 
it easy to identify cross-selling and up-selling 
opportunities.

ISO 20022
USE CASES
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Fiorano technology complements external standardization 
and harmonization activities by introducing a mechanism 
for internal harmonization mapped to the ISO 20022-native 
canonical data model. 

INFLECTION POINT
ISO 20022 brings large-scale disruptive change, a turning  point of sorts for banking. While adoption 
deadlines may seem sudden, the reality is they have been in the making for a long time, are long
overdue and are absolutely critical for the transformation of payments experiences and services.  

Considering the global impact of ISO 20022 on market infrastructures, the central ecosystem
provided by SWIFT is invaluable at such an inflection point. Along with its partners, SWIFT Standards
– which acts as a registration authority for ISO 20222 – is driving harmonization initiatives globally 
through: 
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•        SWIFT MyStandards as a central harmonization platform

•       SWIFT Translation Portal

•  Establishing global and local market practices for

         ISO 20022, and 

•  Providing member support based on SWIFT’s rich

         knowledge and expertise



Why a canonical data model is important
There are examples everywhere of forward-looking financial institutions incorporating ISO 20022-based canonical models and standardization 
as the foundation for internal harmonization, to complement and be in-step with external market infrastructure harmonization initiatives. 

The rationale for adopting
a canonical model for

ISO 20022 transformation
rests on a variety of factors

ISO 20022 is in place for some country schemes, while others are in 
various stages of introduction, preparation and implementation. 
This calls for flexible technology and approaches. 

ISO 20022, though standardized, exists in various ‘flavors’. Many 
market infrastructures have individual implementation guidelines 
that are not 100 percent aligned, e.g. T2 and SWIFT.  

Legacy systems are partly not adapted and often cannot be 
updated to the rich ISO 20022 format, thus creating the need for 
format conversion. 

Every bank has an individual environment and system landscape 
which has been built over decades and cannot be ripped out and 
replaced without a significant investment of cost and time.
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In an ideal world... 
All banking systems will eventually be ISO 20022-native and will speak to each other using ISO 20022 standardized data 
definitions. This will eliminate the need for translation and transformation between internal and, often, even external 
market infrastructure systems. Many will also be cloud-, API- and microservices-centric, breaking away from the 
age-old monolithic formats that were exclusively on-premises. However, adoption is not simple and will in most cases 
involve upgrades to or re-platforming of multiple systems. 

Most financial institutions understand that system and software upgrades are inevitable at some point. However, these 
will often be done to address organizational priorities rather than specific albeit powerful drivers such as ISO 20022. 

Banks that have existed and thrived for many decades on well-established technical infrastructures are likely to try to 
extend the life of their current systems and assets for as long as possible. In the interim, they still need to comply with 
specific deadlines related to SWIFT and other market infrastructure schemes. This presents them with a difficult choice: 
do they tactically comply, with minimal impact, or explore ways to strategically leverage the opportunity to introduce 
rich and contextual payments data across the enterprise? This conundrum confronts organizations that are moving 
towards like-for-like coexistence phases, such as those defined by the Bank of England, as well as those considering 
big-bang cut-overs such as TARGET2.
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THE
ACCENTURE VIEW
ISO 20022: Challenges and opportunities for financial institutions

Payments markets are more inter-connected than ever and continue to evolve. New technology, 
regulatory guidelines and customer expectations have led to evolutionary business initiatives such 
as open banking, real-time gross settlement (RTGS) system renewals and instant payments. The 
global adoption of ISO 20022 is the most far-reaching and widely underestimated initiative
currently underway in the industry, as it requires significant and expensive infrastructure
migration. However, once achieved, it has the critical potential to dramatically enhance
interoperability between payments networks around the world. 

The required migration affects the entire banking industry – and not only core payments
processing but also many other banking systems and functions. While most of the changes impact
technical infrastructure, ISO 20022 requires more than just IT changes. Experience in other markets 
(SEPA and ISO 20022 migration of SIC4 in Switzerland, to name only two) and insights from early 
migrators reveal that ISO 20022 demands a business-critical migration program with senior
management support and visibility across the organization. The complexity of requirements,
combined with the long duration of programs and the broad scope of compliance issues, calls for 
fundamental transformation of both infrastructure and business divisions.
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In March 2020, SWIFT announced the delay of its migration to the data-rich language, postponing 
first-go-live from 2021 to 2022. Early movers could migrate by November 2022, with others likely to 
transition through to November 2025. All in all, SWIFT participants have just three years to complete 
their projects, with support of the MT format for MT1XX, MT2XX and MT9XX scheduled to be switched 
off in November 2025. This has resulted in the ECB’s decision to also delay its T2-T2S consolidation by 
12 months. The main drivers of this decision were SWIFT’s changed roadmap and the likely impact of 
COVID-19 on organizations’ migration. The project is now scheduled to go live in November 2022.
 
In addition to the TARGET2 and SWIFT roadmaps, banks all over the world are impacted by other 
major migration programs. The Bank of England has just launched a multi-year modernization of its 
RTGS system, with its first milestone in early 2022. FPS and BACS are preparing, in parallel, a move to 
the ISO 20022-based New Payment Architecture (NPA). The Nordics will implement ISO 20022 for 
cross-border real-time and batch payments as part of their P27 initiative, with an envisaged go-live 
date in 2021. Other banks and regions will also be impacted by imminent migrations: the US to
Fedwire and CHIPS; Payments Canada’s modernization program for Lynx; Singapore’s new MEPS+; 
and the Reserve Bank of Australia’s consideration of RITS, amongst others. 
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SUGGESTED RISK-MITIGATION APPROACH
FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Beside the various roadmaps, there are numerous other challenges to overcome:

The complexity of ISO 20022 as a new 
business language requires the
mapping of 'old' to 'new' based on 
guidelines for best conversion or 
appropriate rules for AML, fraud and 
compliance checks. Consultancy is 
often needed to overcome the
gap between IT explanations of
ISO 20022 and the actual business
meaning. 

The different specifications of
different market infrastructures 
(MIs) calls for one central
reference data model and a 
generic standard to be used as 
the base for various
implementation guidelines and 
workstream mapping.

Legacy systems often cannot process, 
support or fully leverage the
opportunities of the ISO 20022 format, 
hence the full complexity of ISO 20022 
needs to be shielded by the use of
convertors or translators. The
upgrading of multiple interconnected 
systems requires an investment for 
which banks need to obtain swift 
approval from stakeholders and
partners.
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At scale, these challenges may appear quite difficult to overcome. However, the opportunities created by ISO 20022 
could significantly transform banks for a better future. 

A strategic migration plan integrating a future-proof data model and data management for ISO 20022 is strongly 
recommended in order to comply with various standards while shielding legacy systems and formats for as long 
as is needed.

Using a middleware layer converter engine with flexible and configurable mapping rules is one of the best and 
most effective approaches for banks to leverage the benefit of ISO 20022 while managing one-time and
recurring running costs.   

Complexity is further exacerbated by 
the fact that each payment MI has its 
own standards rulebook, migration 
plan and timeframe, which prevents 
immediate interoperability between 
cross-border and domestic payments. 
The specification documents available 
are often long and complex and require 
time to be 'translated' for specific
institutional use.

Since ISO 20022 migration is often 
a multi-year project, banks must 
bear in mind that they will need to 
budget accordingly and avoid
misalignment of work streams. 
The target-state architecture 
model must be reviewed carefully, 
and funds allocated adequately 
and on time. 

New data management is needed. ISO 
20022 messages can contain repetitive 
sections that increase the length of the 
original message by anything from four 
to hundreds of times. This requires a 
redefinition of all infrastructure
components with regard to throughput, 
scalability and long-term storage 
capacity. 
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FIORANO
TECHNOLOGY AND 
TOOLS
Fiorano ISO 20022 Accelerator (FIA)

The Fiorano ISO 20022 Accelerator is a canonical
conversion platform for ISO 20022 that provides a central 
and flexible reference data model for translations, along 
with integration adapters, services and pre-configured
mappings and validations which accelerate compliance.
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THE FIORANO ISO 20022 ACCELERATOR 

IS CANONICAL

Pre-defined ISO 20022
schema: SWIFT CBPR+
and multiple payment

schemes

Pre-configured
MT <> MX /

Any format <> ISO 20022 Canonical message
store - Audit &

extensibility

Pre-defined rule
books & validations
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Standardization aside, much of ISO 20022’s 
attraction lies in its ability to bridge old and 
new technologies. With ISO 20022-native 
canonical support built into its core,
the Fiorano ISO 20022 Accelerator supports 
Straight Through Processing and provides 
financial institutions with a unique model to 
connect old and new, internal and external, 
aligning tactical and strategic approaches 
so organizations get the best of both worlds. 
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Microservices-centric
publishing mapped to

SWIFT service domains

SWIFT service models
implemented as
templatized canonical
flows in Fiorano 

Canonical ISO 20022
format-rich data enriches

organizational systems 

Pre- and post-translation,
messages stored in
native ISO 20022 format
through Fiorano
Document Tracking
Front-office and
back-office systems
enriched

Translation & conversion 
OVERLAY platform

Low impact & low risk
Fast & economical

Tactical

Data-centric, strategic

Transformational

With the ISO 20022 canonical data model built into 
its underlying service infrastructure, the Fiorano 
ISO 20022 Accelerator (FIA) provides a unique, 
low-risk approach to adoption that delivers
compliance, agility and the option to permeate 
rich ISO 20022 data across the organization at a 
pace that’s comfortable and in-step with internal 
priorities.

Financial Institutions can choose to start with
low-impact translation / transformation-only services 
and, when convenient, upgrade to a model where ISO 
20022 messages and contextual data enrich multiple 
organization systems with minimal impact and risk.
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Comply or transform
When faced with such a turning point, organizations typically fall into one of three categories: Those who miss it
completely, those who understand the impact and place often half-hearted bets on it, and those who position
themselves to take advantage by adopting it early.

As with most new standards, financial institutions have the choice of complying for the sake of avoiding sanctions or 
adopting a strategy to innovate and transform themselves. However, unlike typical compliance projects, ISO 20022
provides a once-in-a-generation opportunity to remodel internal and external processes inside-out, for real
competitive advantage.

What will your role be?
Regardless of location and size, early adopters all over the world are transforming their business based on contextual 
and rich payments data enabled by ISO 20022. 
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The choice is yours
Banks have traditionally had to choose between tactical or strategic 
approaches to implementing ISO 20022. 

The Fiorano ISO 20022 Accelerator, with the canonical ISO 20022 data 
model at its core, presents banks with a way to start with a low-risk
tactical approach, and extend this to strategic enrichment of their
systems within their own timelines.

Learn more at www.fiorano.com/banking 

Augmenting existing systems with rich contextual data provides
financial institutions with a common standard and foundational
platform to innovate and deliver value to customers. Payment functions 
are moving away from traditional, deep back-office roles to being right 
in the middle of customer transformation initiatives – think of Amazon’s 
‘Alexa, pay for gas’ service, launched in September 2020 together with 
Exxon and Mobil, or various examples of AliPay’s collaboration with
partners for biometric / facial and card-less payments. 

In a world such as this, the pressure is mounting for financial institutions 
to meet the increasingly complex expectations of multiple stakeholder 
groups, including demanding customers, prolific regulators and
innovative new market entrants.
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https://www.wearepay.uk/what-we-do/standards/iso-20022/
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About Fiorano
Fiorano Software, a Silicon Valley based USA (California) Corporation, is a trusted 
provider of hybrid integration and API technology enabling interoperability, agility, 
profitability and new revenue streams, since 1995. Fiorano operates through its 
worldwide offices and a global network of technology partners and value-added 
resellers.

Global companies including AT&T Wireless, Federal Bank, NASA, Bank of Kigali, 
Commercial Bank of Africa, Canadia Bank, US Coast Guard and Vodafone have 
deployed Fiorano to drive innovation through open, standards-based, 
event-driven, real-time solutions yielding unprecedented productivity. 

For more details on how Fiorano technology can help comply with tactical
requirements and provide on ideal foundation for ISO 20022 centric
transformation, get in touch at sales@fiorano.com.

About Accenture
Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad 
range of services in strategy and consulting, interactive, technology, and
operations with digital capabilities across all of these services. We combine 
unmatched experience and specialized capabilities across more than 40
industries – powered by the world’s largest network of Advanced Technology and 
Intelligent Operations centers. With 513,000 people serving clients in more than 120 
countries, Accenture brings continuous innovation to help clients improve their 
performance and create lasting value across their enterprises.

Visit us at www.accenture.com
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